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Abstract. The effect of hydrostatic pressure (p ≤ 1.8 GPa) on the non-Fermi liquid state of U2 Pt2 In is
investigated by electrical resistivity measurements in the temperature interval 0.3–300 K. The experiments
were carried out on single-crystals with the current along (I k c) and perpendicular (I k a) to the tetragonal
axis. The pressure effect is strongly current-direction dependent. For I k a we observe a rapid recovery
of the Fermi-liquid T 2 -term with pressure. A comparison of the data with the magnetotransport theory
of Rosch provides evidence for the location of U2 Pt2 In at an antiferromagnetic quantum critical point.
For I k c the resistivity increases under pressure, indicating the enhancement of an additional scattering
mechanism.
PACS. 71.10.Hf Non-Fermi-liquid ground states, electron phase diagrams and phase transitions in model
systems – 71.27.+a Strongly correlated electron systems; heavy fermions – 72.15.-v Electronic conduction
in metals and alloys

1 Introduction
U2 T2 X intermetallics, where T is a transition metal and
X is In or Sn, have been the subject of intensive research,
as this family of compounds may serve as an exemplary
series to study the systematics of 5f -electron hybridization [1]. The hybridization strength can be tuned by choosing the appropriate T and X elements, and as a result various ground states are observed, e.g. Pauli paramagnetism,
local-moment antiferromagnetism and pronounced spinfluctuating behaviour. Among the U2 T2 X compounds,
U2 Pt2 In takes a special place, because: (i) it is a nonordering heavy-electron compound with a strongly renormalized quasiparticle mass (c/T = 0.41 J/molU-K2 at
T = 1 K) [1] and (ii) it shows pronounced departures from
the standard Fermi-liquid (FL) behaviour, or, in other
words, it is a non-Fermi liquid (NFL) compound [2,3].
Currently, NFL compounds attract much attention [4–6],
because NFL behaviour may be considered to represent a
new ground state. In the case of U2 Pt2 In, the NFL properties are summarized by: (i) the specific heat varies as
c(T ) ∼ −T ln(T /T0 ) over almost two decades of temperature (T = 0.1−6 K) [2], (ii) the magnetic susceptibility
shows a weak maximum at Tm = 8 K for a magnetic field
along the c axis (tetragonal structure), while it increases
as T 0.7 when T → 0 for a field along the a axis [3], and
(iii) the electrical resistivity obeys a power law T α with
a
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α = 1.25 ± 0.05 (T < 1 K) and 0.9 ± 0.1 (T → 0), for
the current along the a and c axis, respectively [7]. It is
important to realize that U2 Pt2 In is one of the rare stoichiometric (undoped) compounds which exhibits NFL behaviour at ambient pressure. This has the advantage that
NFL properties can be examined without the need to apply mechanical pressure, like in CePd2 Si2 and CeIn3 [8], or
chemical pressure, like in Ce(Cu, Au)6 [6]. Other stoichiometric NFL compounds are CeNi2 Ge2 [9], CeCu2 Si2 [10],
YbRh2 Si2 [11] and U3 Ni3 Sn4 [12,13].
The origin of the NFL behaviour in U2 Pt2 In is still
not settled, despite a thorough experimental characterization [7]. The most plausible scenarios are: (i) the
proximity to a magnetic quantum critical point (QCP)
and (ii) Kondo disorder. The QCP scenario is often discussed in terms of a simple Doniach-type of phase diagram [14]. Magnetic order emerges when the inter-site
Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction energy, given by kB TRKKY , starts to dominate the single-ion
Kondo interaction energy, kB TK . By controlling the ratio TRKKY /TK by varying the strength of the f -electron
hybridization, the compound might be tuned to a magnetic QCP at T = 0. The QCP controls the physics over
a wide range of temperatures, which results in NFL behaviour. Expressions for the low-temperature NFL term
in the thermal, magnetic and transport properties of an
itinerant (anti)ferromagnet, tuned to its quantum critical
point, have been evaluated by Millis [15] and Rosch [16].
In the case of U2 Pt2 In, the QCP scenario is supported
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by the notion that the compound is located at the nonmagnetic side, close to the magnetic/non-magnetic borderline, in the Doniach-type phase diagram for the U2 T2 X
family of compounds [7,17]. The absence of magnetic order in U2 Pt2 In, at least down to T = 0.05 K, was recently
demonstrated by µSR experiments [18], which put an upper bound of ∼0.1 Oe on the internal field due to weak
magnetic order.
The second possible explanation for NFL behaviour in
U2 Pt2 In, is the presence of Kondo disorder [19]. Large
disorder in a material may produce a distribution of
Kondo temperatures. For each single-magnetic impurity
the Kondo effect will take place at a different value of TK .
Averaging over such a distribution may result in thermodynamic and transport properties with NFL-like dependencies, due to the broad range of effective Fermi temperatures. Indeed, the residual resistivity values of U2 Pt2 In
are substantial [3], i.e. of the order of 100 µΩcm, which indicates considerable crystallographic disorder and/or defects. On the other hand, Rietveld analyses of the diffraction patterns obtained by single-crystal X-ray [3] and
neutron-diffraction [20] yield good refinement factors and
exclude significant Pt-In site inversion.
In this paper, we report on an investigation of the
stability of the NFL phase of single-crystalline U2 Pt2 In
with respect to hydrostatic pressure. The electrical resistivity, ρ(T ), was measured for a current, I, along the a
and c axis, up to pressures of 1.8 GPa. Here, we focus on
the low-temperature data obtained for I k a. At p = 0,
∆ρ ≡ ρ−ρ0 ∼ T α (ρ0 is the residual resistivity) with
α = 1.25 ± 0.05 for T < 1 K, whereas under pressure,
the Fermi-liquid T 2 term is rapidly recovered. We have
analysed the pressure dependence of the FL temperature
interval within the theory of Rosch and provide evidence
that U2 Pt2 In is situated at or very close to an antiferromagnetic quantum critical point. For the analysis of the
resistivity data with I k c is we refer to references [7,21].

2 Experimental
A single-crystalline batch of U2 Pt2 In was prepared by a
modified mineralization technique [22]. U2 Pt2 In is a polymorphic compound, as was recently shown in reference [3].
Polycrystalline samples crystallize in the tetragonal U3 Si2 type of structure (space group P4/mbm) with lattice parameters a = 7.654 Å and c = 3.725 Å, while singlecrystalline material forms in the tetragonal Zr3 Al2 -type of
structure (space group P42 /mnm) with lattice parameters
a = 7.695 Å and c = 7.368 Å. The Zr3 Al2 -type structure
can be considered as a super-structure of the U3 Si2 -type
of structure, with a doubling of the c-axis. Despite this
polymorphism, significant differences in the electronic and
magnetic properties of single- and polycrystalline samples
have not been observed [7]. The residual resistivity values are large: ρ0 equals 115 µΩcm and 210 µΩcm, for
I k a and I k c, respectively [3]. Since the resistivity at
room temperature amounts to 220 µΩcm, low residual resistance ratio’s ρRT /ρ0 (where ρRT ≡ ρ (300 K)) result:
1.9 and 1.1 for the a and c axis, respectively. The relative

errors in these numbers amount to 10%, because of the
uncertainty in the determination of the geometrical factor
in the resistivity experiment. Transport experiments in a
magnetic field lead to a reduction of ρ0 , which indicates
that at least part of the high ρ0 -value is intrinsic and not
due to defects and/or impurities [7].
The electrical resistivity of U2 Pt2 In under pressure
(p ≤ 1.8 GPa) was measured for I k a and I k c in the
temperature range 0.3–300 K. The resistivity was measured on bar-shaped or platelet-like samples using a standard low-frequency four-probe ac-technique with a typical
excitation current of ∼100 µA. The resistivity under pressure was measured using a copper-beryllium clamp cell.
The samples were mounted on a specially designed plug
and inserted into a teflon holder together with the pressure transmitting medium. A short tungsten carbide piston is used to transfer the pressure to the teflon holder.
A mixture of Fluorinerts was used as pressure transmitting medium. The pressure values (accuracy 0.05 GPa)
were calculated from the external load and corrected for
an empirically determined efficiency of 80%. The pressure
dependence of ρRT was negligible. However, small changes
in the geometrical factor (mainly in the distance between
the voltage contacts) sometimes occurred. Therefore, at
each pressure, the resistance curves were normalized to 1
at room temperature.

3 Results
The electrical resistivity ρa (T ) and ρc (T ) of U2 Pt2 In, normalized to 1 at 300 K, measured for I k a and I k c, respectively, at zero pressure is shown in Figure 1a. The data
measured under pressure are shown in Figure 1b, at the selected pressures of 0.2, 1.0 and 1.8 GPa. Hydrostatic pressure results in rather opposite effects for I k a and I k c.
For I k a, pressure leads to an overall reduction of ρa (T )
and a recovery of the FL T 2 term at low temperatures (see
Sect. 4), whereas for I k c ρc (T ) increases and develops
a relative minimum at low temperatures (Tmin ∼ 4.8 K
at 1.8 GPa). The anisotropy in the resistivity of U2 Pt2 In
increases as a function of pressure. In Figure 2a, we show
the low-temperature data taken in the interval 0.3–15 K
for I k a. For both current directions ρ0 shows moderate
changes as a function of pressure, which is another indication that the high ρ0 -values are not exclusively due to
disorder.
The resistivity shows a weak maximum at Tmax ∼ 70 K
for I k a and ∼100 K for I k c. The pressure effect on
Tmax is strongly current-direction dependent: Tmax shows
a strong increase for I k a, while it decreases slightly for
I k c. For I k a we suggest that the maximum is due to
the formation of the Kondo-lattice, in which case Tmax is
proportional to the Kondo temperature TK [23].
The data shown in Figure 1b were taken on one and
the same sample (#1), which had a platelet-like shape,
such that the current could be applied along the a and
the c axis. The zero-pressure data (Fig. 1a) for I k a were
also measured on this sample, while the data for I k c
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the normalized resistivity of U2 Pt2 In for I k a and I k c: (a) at zero pressure and
(b) under pressures as indicated. Notice the log T scale.
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were measured on a second crystal (sample #2). Measurements under pressure on other single crystals with I k c
(sample #3) and with I k a (sample #4), confirm the
overall behaviour: an increase of the transport anisotropy,
the development of a low-temperature minimum in ρc (T )
and the recovery of a T 2 term in ρa (T ). Although all crystals were cut from the same single-crystalline batch, there
is a weak sample dependence of some of the resistivity
features, especially the values of Tmin are different for
samples #1 and #3. For sample #1, the minimum develops near 1.0 GPa and attains a value of Tmin ∼ 4.8 K
at 1.8 GPa, while for sample #3, the minimum develops
near 1.2 GPa and attains a value of Tmin ∼ 2.1 K at
1.45 GPa [21].
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Fig. 3. Resistivity (I k a) under pressure of U2 Pt2 In in a plot
of ∆ρ versus T 2 .
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Fig. 2. (a) Low-temperature dependence of the normalized resistivity of U2 Pt2 In for I k a at different pressures and (b) pressure dependence of the resistivity exponent α derived using
equation (1). The solid line is to guide the eye.

One of the main results of the pressure experiments is
the recovery of the FL behaviour at moderate pressures
for I k a. We have analysed the low-temperature data in
several ways. In the first method we express the resistivity as ρ = ρ0 + aT α and evaluate the exponent α by
calculating


dρ
d ln
dT
α=1+
·
(1)
d ln T
This method has the advantage that the uncertainty in
the value of ρ0 is eliminated. In fact, by computing α as
a function of temperature with help of equation (1) an
effective αeff (T ) is obtained. At the lowest temperatures
αeff (T ) attains a constant value. The resulting values of
α(p) for T → 0 are shown in Figure 2b. At zero pressure
α = 1.25±0.05, but under pressure α increases and attains
a value of 2.0±0.1 at p ∼ 1.0 GPa. At still higher pressures
the value of α remains constant, while the Fermi-liquid
temperature TFL below which the ∆ρ ∼ T 2 is observed
increases up to 1.5 K at the maximum pressure.
The second way of analysing the pressure data (p ≥
0.2 GPa) is by plotting ∆ρ as a function of T 2 (see Fig. 3).
The data clearly show a strong increase of the ∆ρ ∼ T 2
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It is also of interest to compare the data with the magnetotransport theory of Rosch [16] for itinerant antiferromagnets in the paramagnetic regime close to a magnetic
quantum critical point. In this model TFL is calculated
as a function of the distance (measured by the pressure)
to the QCP and varies initially as TFL = a1 (p−pc ) with
a cross-over to TFL = a2 (p−pc )1/2 at higher distances,
where pc is the pressure at the QCP. The pressure ranges
in which the different laws are observed depend on the
amount of disorder x in the system (x ≈ 1/RRR). For
I k a, we obtained x ∼ 0.6, which indicates that our
sample is in an (intermediate) regime of disorder. The
model predicts in this case, that at the QCP, the temperature interval for the NFL ∆ρ ∼ t3/2 law is strongly
reduced, and that the low-temperature resistivity is dominated by a NFL ∆ρ ∼ tx1/2 law. However, under pressure the FL behaviour ∆ρ ∼ t2 r−1/2 for T → 0 becomes
more and more dominant (here r ∝ (δ − δc )/δc measures
the distance to the QCP in the paramagnetic phase). In
Figure 4a we show the different NFL and FL regimes
as deduced by fitting the resistivity under pressure to
a T 2 term (see also Fig. 3) at the lowest temperatures
and a term linear in T at higher temperatures. An example (at 1.8 GPa) of the quality of such a fit is shown
in Figure 4b. Figure 4a shows that the data are consistent with TFL being a linear function of pressure with
pc = 0. The cross-over to a TFL = a2 (p−pc )1/2 dependence (dashed line in Fig. 4a) is expected near 3.0 GPa.
The ∆ρ ∼ T region is predicted to occur in the reduced
temperature range x < T /Γ < x1/2 (x < 1), where Γ defines the temperature scale where the spin fluctuations are
destroyed (Γ ∼ TK or Tcoh ). From Figure 4a we extract
that the ∆ρ ∼ T region is found in the temperature range
2.8–4.7 K, from which it follows x = 0.34 and Γ = 8.1 K.
The agreement between the calculated value x = 0.34 and
the experimental value x ∼ 0.6 (= 1/RRR) is, given the
rather simple data treatment, satisfactory. Notice that Γ
is about equal to Tm , i.e. the temperature of the maximum in the susceptibility. The temperature-pressure diagram presented in Figure 4a is consistent with the scaling
diagram for the resistivity presented by Rosch. However,
a value of the exponent α = 3/2 predicted at the lowest
temperatures at the QCP is not observed. Instead we find
α = 1.25 at p = 0 and 1 < α < 2 for non-zero pressures.
This is possibly due to the fact that under pressure the
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regime with pressure. We have extracted TFL by a leastsquares fitting procedure. The pressure variation of TFL is
shown in Figure 4a (solid squares). Within the error bars,
the data are consistent with TFL being a linear function
of pressure. The coefficient of the T 2 term amounts to
2.1 ± 0.2 µΩcm/K2 at 1.0 GPa and decreases to a value of
0.40 ± 0.04 µΩcm/K2 at 1.8 GPa. From these coefficients
we can obtain a rough estimate for the electronic specificheat coefficient by using the Kadowaki-Woods relation [24]. The resulting γ-values are 0.46±0.02 J/molU-K2
at 1.0 GPa and 0.20 ± 0.01 J/molU-K2 at 1.8 GPa. The
large γ-value at 1.0 GPa is in-line with the heavy-fermion
description of U2 Pt2 In and is of same order as the value
of c/T at 1 K (0.41 J/molU-K2 [2]) at ambient pressure.
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Fig. 4. (a) Pressure dependence of TFL (closed squares)
and of the temperature range in which ρ ∼ T (between (o)
and (x)). The meaning of the dashed line is explained in the
text. (b) Temperature variation of ∆ρ/ρRT for U2 Pt2 In at
p = 1.8 GPa. The dashed and solid lines show the behaviour
ρ ∼ T 2 and ρ ∼ T .

∆ρ ∼ t3/2 regime becomes very small and a proper analysis is hampered by cross-over effects. We conclude that
the analysis of the resistivity data within the model of
Rosch yields additional support for U2 Pt2 In exhibiting an
antiferromagnetic QCP at zero pressure.
For the electrical resistivity measured for I k c the
situation is different. At zero-pressure ∆ρc ∼ T α with
α ∼ 0.9 ± 0.1 for T → 0. Under pressure α first increases,
but near 1.0 GPa ρc (T ) develops a minimum, which becomes more pronounced with increasing pressure. This behaviour, first observed on sample #3, was reported in reference [21]. Measurements of ρc (T ) at p = 1.8 GPa in a
magnetic field applied along the current direction show a
suppression of Tmin from ∼4.8 K at zero field to ∼2.2 K
in a field of 8 T, which indicates a magnetic nature of
the minimum (see also Ref. [21] for data on sample #3).
Clearly, for I k c the magnetotransport theory of Rosch
does not apply.
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5 Discussion
The pressure dependence of the electrical resistivity of
U2 Pt2 In for I k a as measured up to 1.8 GPa provides
evidence for an antiferromagnetic quantum phase transition at T = 0. At low temperatures, pressure results in
the recovery of the FL regime. The data are in reasonable agreement with the transport theory of metals near
an antiferromagnetic QCP model proposed by Rosch. The
pressure-induced shift of Tmax at high temperatures can
be attributed to the usual increase of the Kondo temperature. The increase of TK reflects a stronger conduction
electron – f -electron hybridization and, therefore, the exchange parameter J increases. This is in agreement with
the appearance of the FL ∆ρ ∼ T 2 behaviour at low temperatures.
An attractive method to probe the QCP scenario
further is by expanding the lattice of U2 Pt2 In through
alloying with e.g. Th, which should result in magnetic
order. From the change of the lattice constants in the
pseudoternary series (U1−x Thx )2 Pt2 In [25], we calculate
a negative chemical pressure of –0.2 GPa per at.% Th
doping. Thus for x = 0.1, the negative chemical pressure amounts to –2 GPa, which should lead to an ordering
temperature in the range 15–20 K. Resistivity studies on
polycrystalline (U1−x Thx )2 Pt2 In samples reported in the
literature [26], indicate that the resistivity at low temperatures (T > 1.5 K) gradually changes from ∆ρ ∼ T
towards ∆ρ ∼ T 2 as the Th content increases. For x = 0.1
the resistivity data show a change of slope near 19 K,
which possibly indicates magnetic ordering. However, the
change of slope might also be due to small amounts of
impurity phases, like UPt, which has two magnetic phase
transitions at 27 K and 19 K [27]. Specific-heat measurements carried out on polycrystalline (U1−x Thx )2 Pt2 In
(0 ≤ x ≤ 0.1) [28] do not show any evidence for magnetic
order down to 2 K. On the other hand, µSR experiments
do signal magnetic transitions in some of the samples [7].
These conflicting results evoke the need for high-quality
single-phase material. Also, it should be noticed that substitution of U by Th dilutes the f -electron lattice, which
might impede the emergence of magnetic order.
Although the analysis of the resistivity (I k a) of
U2 Pt2 In under pressure is consistent with an antiferromagnetic QCP in 3D, the specific heat, c/T ∼ − ln(T /T0 ),
measured in the T range 0.1–6 K, is possibly indicative for
a ferromagnetic QCP. However, a diverging T ln T term in
the specific heat is a general feature of a system with a
dimension d equal to the dynamical critical exponent z.
Possibly, quasi-two dimensional fluctuations could lead
to a reduction of d and z, like for the NFL compound
CeCu5.9 Au0.1 , which is located at an antiferromagnetic
QCP and for which it has been proposed d ≈ z ≈ 2.5 [6].
On the other hand, it cannot be excluded that the specific heat shows a cross over to the c/T = γ0 + aT 1/2
behaviour derived [15] for an antiferromagnetic QCP below T = 0.1 K. Clearly, experiments at lower temperatures
are needed to settle this issue.
The rapid recovery of the FL behaviour under pressure as probed by the resistivity data for I k a does
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not yield support for Kondo-disorder as mechanism for
NFL behaviour in U2 Pt2 In. Since the compressibility is
isotropic [7] pressure is expected to result in the further
broadening of the distribution of Kondo-temperatures and
thus the concurrent NFL behaviour is preserved.
The strong current-direction dependence of the pressure effect is unusual. At zero pressure the data indicate a
significant anisotropy of the Fermi surface. Under pressure
this anisotropy becomes even stronger. The emergence of
a low-temperature minimum in the resistivity for I k c is
not understood.

6 Conclusions
We have investigated the effect of hydrostatic pressure
(p ≤ 1.8 GPa) on the non-Fermi liquid state of U2 Pt2 In,
by means of electrical resistivity experiments in the temperature interval 0.3–300 K. The experiments carried out
on single-crystals show that the pressure effect depends
strongly on the current direction. For I k a, the lowtemperature resistivity at zero pressure shows a NFL
power law behaviour, ρ ∼ T α , with α = 1.25±0.05. Under
pressure the NFL behaviour is suppressed: α increases and
attains the FL value of 2.0±0.1 at p ∼ 1.0 GPa. A comparison of the data for I k a with the magnetotransport theory of Rosch provides evidence for the location of U2 Pt2 In
at an antiferromagnetic quantum critical point. For I k c
the behaviour is complex and the data suggest the enhancement under pressure of an additional component to
the resistivity.
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